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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In this paper we prove the existence of two nontrivial solutions for an
asymptotically linear beam equation (denoted by (B)) as well as the
existence of two nontrivial solutions for a superquadratic noncooperative
elliptic system (denoted from now on by (ES)).
The proofs are based on a variational approach, where the associated
functionals are strongly indefinite. That is, the spaces on which the
functionals are defined naturally split as H=H1H2 , with dim H1=
dim H2=+ and the functionals are unbounded from below on H1 and
from above on H2 . The existence of three distinct critical levels is proved
by the coupling of two linking theorems. Of course, for such a purpose,
sharp estimates on the geometrical linking conditions are needed and they
are obtained by a careful analysis of the structure of the splittings.
The abstract critical point result that will be employed is an extension to
the strongly indefinite functionals of a recent theorem of Marino et al. (see
[MMP2]). Indeed, in our situation the result of [MMP2] cannot be used
since in their result requires that one of the two subspaces must be finite
dimensional, an assumption resulting from the use of the finite dimensional
topological degree in their proof. Furthermore, the natural extension of
their result via the use of the LeraySchauder topological degree remains
insufficient to treat the problem (B).
On the other hand, we can prove a suitable abstract result (see Theorem
2.1) by exploiting the notion of limit relative category as defined in
[FLRW], which allows for the infinite dimensional splitting without
imposing special restriction on the form of the gradient of the functionals
as comes from a LeraySchauder approach.
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As a further comment, we note that an extension of Theorem 2.1 (see
Corollary 2.2) is still needed for the beam equation problem, since one has
to ‘‘move’’ the eigenspace associated to an eigenvalue of the linear beam
operator, which has dimension strictly larger than one.
We recall some basic definitions and set up some terminology. Let (X, A)
be a topological pair; a deformation ht : A  X is a continuous function
h : [0, 1]_A  X such that h0(x)=x for every x # A. The set A is contrac-
tible in X if there exists a deformation ht : A  X such that h1(x)=h1( y) for
every x, y # A. We recall the concept of relative category.
Definition 1.1. Let YA be closed subsets of a topological space X.
The relative category of A in X relative to Y is the least integer n such that
there exist n+1 closed subsets A0 , A1 , ..., An of X satisfying
1. A=ni=0 Ai ;
2. A1 , ..., An are contractible in X;
3. there exists a deformation ht : A0  X such that h1(A0)Y and
ht(Y )Y for every t # [0, 1].
When no such integer exists, the category of A in X relative to Y is
infinite. The relative category is denoted by catX, Y (A). When Y=< the
relative category catX, <(A) is, by definition, equal to the Lusternik
Schnirelman category catX (A).
Remark 1.2. The relative category has been introduced by [Re] and
[FW1]. In the original definition, instead of condition (3) above, it was
asked that ht(x)=x for every x # Y. The definition using condition (3) is
due to Szulkin [Sz].
Consider a topological space X together with a sequence (Xn)n1 of
closed subsets of X such that
for each n1, there exists a retraction rn : X  Xn . (r)
If A is any subset of X, we denote by An the set A & Xn .
In [FLRW] the following definition is given.
Definition 1.3. Let YA be closed subsets of X. The limit relative
category of A in X relative to Y, with respect to (Xn), is defined by
catX, Y (A)=lim sup
n  +
catXn , Yn(An).
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Examples 1.4. Let H be an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space,
V a connected C2-Finsler manifold and consider B :=[x # H | &x&1],
B :=[x # H | &x&=1]. Then:
a. One always has catB, B(B)=0. On the other hand catB, B(B)=1,
if the limit relative category is evaluated with respect to a sequence of sub-
spaces (Hn)n of H such that for each n # N, dim Hn<+.
b. By the properties of relative category and relative cuplength (see
[FW2], [FLRW]) it holds that catB_V, B_V (B_V)=1+cuplength(V ).
Consider now a complete connected C2-Finsler manifold X, (see [Pa]),
together with a sequence of closed connected C2-submanifolds (Xn)n1 of
X, satisfying condition (r) and assume that the limit relative category is
computed with respect to (Xn). Let f # C1(X, R) and set fn := f | Xn .
Definition 1.5. Given c # R we say that f satisfies the PalaisSmale
condition at level c with respect to the sequence Xn if every sequence [xn]
satisfying
xn # Xn , dfn(xn)  0, fn(xn)  c
has a convergent subsequence which converges in X to a critical point
of f. We will then say that [xn] satisfies the (PS)c* condition with respect
to Xn .
Let Y be a closed subset of X; define, for every j1
Aj :=[A | A closed, YA, catX, Y (A) j],
cj := inf
A # Aj
sup
x # A
f (x).
Let Kc denote the set of critical points of f at level c. Then, in [FLRW],
the following result is shown.
Proposition 1.6. Assume that
1. supY f <ck=ck+1= } } } =ck+ p=: c<+;
2. f satisfies the (PS)c* condition with respect to Xn ;
3. there exists ’>0 such that f &1([c&’, c+’]) is complete.
Then c is a critical value for f and catX (Kc)p+1.
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2. ABSTRACT RESULTS
Let H be a Hilbert space and V a C2 complete connected Finsler
manifold. Suppose H=H0H1 H2H3 and let Hn=H0n H1n
H2n H3n be a sequence of closed subspaces of H such that
Hin/Hi , 1dim Hin<+ for each i=0, ..., 3 and n # N.
(2.1)
Moreover suppose that there exist e1 # n=1 H1n , and e2 # 

n=1 H2n , with
&e1&=&e2 &=1.
For any Y subspace of H, consider B\(Y ) :=[u # Y | &u&\] and
denote by B\(Y) the boundary of B\(Y ) relative to Y. Furthermore
define, for any e # H,
QR(Y, e) :=[u+ae # Y[e] | u # Y a0, &u+ae&R]
and denote by QR(Y ) its boundary relative to Y[e], and denote by
X=H_V.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f satisfies the (PS)* condition with respect to
Hn . In addition assume that there exist \i , Ri , i=1, 2, such that 0<\i<Ri
and
sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f < inf
B\1(H0H1)_V
f , (2.2)
sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f <+, inf
B\1(H0H1)_V
f>&, (2.3)
sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f < inf
B\2(H0 H1H2)_V
f , (2.4)
sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f <+, inf
B\2(H0H1H2)_V
f>&. (2.5)
If R2<R1 , then there exist at least 3 critical levels of f. Moreover the
critical levels satisfy the following inequalities
inf
B\2(H0 H1H2)_V
f c1 sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f < inf
B\2(H0H1 H2)_V
f c2
 sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f  sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f
< inf
B\1(H0H1)_V
f c3 sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f ,
and there exist at least 3+3 cuplength(V) critical points of f.
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Proof. The conditions (2.2), (2.3) imply, as in [LM1], the existence of
2+2 cuplength(V) minimax classes
11j :=[A | A closed, Y1 A, catX, Y1(A) j]
12j :=[A | A closed, Y2 A , catX, Y2(A) j],
where Y1=QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V, Y2=B\1(H0 H1)_V and j=1, ...,
cuplength(V).
Such minimax classes are nonempty since, by Example 1.4.b, for any
j=1, ..., cuplength(V ), QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V # 11j and B\1(H0H1)_V #
12j . Thus by Proposition 1.6, we get the existence of 2+2 cuplength(V )
critical levels satisfying for i=1, ..., cuplength(V )
inf
B\1(H0H1)_V
f c 1i sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
< inf
B\1(H0H1)_V
f
c 2i sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f
and at least 2+2 cuplength(V) critical points at such levels. Similarly (2.4),
(2.5) imply the existence of others 2+2 cuplength(V ) critical levels satis-
fying for i=1, ..., cuplength(V)
inf
B\2(H0H1H2)_V
f c^1i sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f< inf
B\2(H0H1H2)_V
f
c^2i sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f.
Since R2<R1 implies that QR2(H3 , e2)/QR1(H2H3 , e1) then
sup
QR1(H2H3 , e1)_V
f  sup
QR2(H3 , e2)_V
f,
and the result follows. K
As a corollary of the previous result we can also consider situations
similar to those treated in [LM2], in which the geometrical linking is con-
structed eventhough the fundamental subspaces have infinite dimensional
intersection. The key point is that the suitable inequalities must be imposed
on the entire spheres. Here, for simplicity of notation, we have assumed
V=[0]; of course, the same kind of result is true in the general case.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that f satisfies the (PS)* condition with respect
to Hn and that there exist \i , Ri , i=1, 2 such that 0<\i<Ri and
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sup
BR1(H1H2H3)
f < inf
B\1(H0H1)
f , sup
BR1(H2H3)
f < inf
B\1(H0H1)
f (2.6)
sup
BR1(H1H2H3)
f <+, inf
B\1(H0H1)
f > &, (2.7)
sup
BR2(H2H3)
f < inf
B\2(H0H1H2)
f, sup
BR2(H3)
f < inf
B\2(H0H1H2)
f , (2.8)
sup
BR2(H2H3)
f <+, inf
B\2(H0 H1H2)
f >&. (2.9)
If R2<R1 , then there exist at least 3 critical levels of f.
Proof. The result follows by the previous theorem since the hypotheses
imply, as in [LM2], the construction of suitable elements h1 # H1 , h2 # H2
and suitable sets QR1(H2H3 , h1) and QR2(H3 , h2). K
3. AN APPLICATION TO AN ASYMPTOTICALLY
LINEAR BEAM EQUATION
We consider a beam equation of the type
utt(x, t)+uxxxx(x, t)= f (x, t, u(x, t)) in [0, ?]_R
u(0, t)=u(?, t)=uxx(0, t)=uxx(?, t)=0 for all t # R (B)
u(x, t)=u(x, t+2?) for all x # [0, ?],
where f is asymptotically linear; i.e., there exist b0 , b # R such that b0<
b and
f (x, t, s) :={
b0s+ g0(x, t, s) with lim
s  0
g0(x, t, s)
s
=0
(f1)
uniformly in (x, t),
b s+ g(x, t, s) with g is bounded.
Furthermore, suppose that
there exists =>0 such that for every s1 , s2 , s1{s2
(f2)
( f (x, t, s1)& f (x, t, s2))(s1&s2)=(s1&s2)2>0.
Note that condition (f2) implies that 0  [b0 , b]. We can therefore sup-
pose, for instance, that 0<b0<b ; obviously analogous results will hold
in the other case.
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Let _(utt+uxxxx)=[k4& j 2 | k>0, j # Z] denote the spectrum of the
beam operator and suppose that G(t, x, u) :=u0 g(t, x, s) ds satisfies the
following condition of AmhadLazerPaul type
whenever b # _(utt+uxxxx)
(f3)
G(t, x, u)  + for |u|  +, uniformly in t, x.
In addition, we will require that
b0  _(utt+uxxxx) and that
there exists K # R, 0<K(b&b0) such that (f4)
&G(t, x, u)
K
2
u2.
In [LM2] the following result is shown.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (f1), (f2), (f3), and (f4) hold. If (b0 , b) &
_(utt+uxxxx){<, then there exists at least one nontrivial solution of (B).
Denote by ++i&1 the largest positive eigenvalue less than b0 . Note that
i1 is a fixed quantity and, by convention, i=1 means that b0 is smaller
than all the positive eigenvalues of the beam operator. By means of
Corollary 2.2, Theorem 3.1 can be improved in the following way.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (f1), (f2), (f3), and (f4) hold. If (b0 , b) &
_(utt+uxxxx)=[++i , ..., +
+
i+N , N1], and if b0 is sufficiently near to +
+
i ,
then there exists at least two nontrivial solutions of (B).
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we will consider as in [LM2] the following
variational formulation of the problem. Given 0 :=(0, ?)_(0, 2?), consider
the subspace E of L2(0) of functions
u(x, t)= :
+
j=1
:
+
k= &
cj, keikt sin jx cj, &k=cj, k ,
with the norm given by &u&2 :=?2 +j=1 +k=& |cj, k | 2. Denote by A the
selfadjoint extension in E of utt+uxxxx and by +(A) any eigenvalue in _(A).
Furthermore, we will use the notation +\k , k # N in order to distinguish the
sign of eigenvalues. We remark that 0 # _(A) and that dim Ker A=+.
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Definition 3.3. We say that u is a weak solution of (B) if u # E and
|
0
u(vtt+vxxxx)&|
0
buv&|
0
g(u) v=0,
for every smooth v # E.
Following an idea due to Hofer [H] for the wave equation, we intro-
duce a suitable functional, whose critical points on E are tied to weak
solutions of (B).
Let L :=A&b and let F+ , F& be the eigenspaces associated to the
positive, negative eigenvalues of L respectively, which we denote by
(*+m )

m=1 , [&b] _ (*
&
m )

m=1 , respectively. Let F0 :=Ker(L). It is clear
that k :=dim F0<+; moreover, by the definition of L , F&=F &F,
where F=Ker A and F & is the eigenspace associated to the negative eigen-
values of L different from &b . Note that in terms of the previous
notation *(A)=+(A)&b .
Let (e&m )

m=1 , ( fm)

m=1 , (e
+
m )

m=1 and (e
0
m)
k
m=1 be an orthonormal
system of eigenfunctions of L such that F &=Span[(e&m )

m=1], F=
Span[( fm)m=1], F+=Span[(e
+
m )

m=1] and F0=Span[(e
0
m)
k
m=1].
Define the linear compact projection P : E  F0 and the two operators
S : E  F& , R : E  F+ by the following formulas
S(u)= :
+
m=1
1
- &*&m
c&m e
&
m + :
+
m=1
1
- b
dm fm
and
R(u)= :
+
m=1
1
- *+m
c+m e
+
m ,
where c\m , c
0
m and dm are the Fourier coefficents of u corresponding to
(e\m , fm , e
0
m). It follows that S and R are bounded selfadjoint linear operators
on E.
Define 8 : E  R by the following formula
8(u)= 12 &u
+&2L2(0)&
1
2 &u
&&2L2(0)&9 ((R+P+S) u),
where 9 (u) :=0 G(t, x, u) dx dt. Following the ideas of [H], (see also
[LS], Proposition 3.1) one can show the following result.
Proposition 3.4. 8 # C 1(E, R). Moreover if {8(u)=0 then w=(R+
P+S) u is a weak solution of (B).
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2 by applying Corollary 2.2. As
a first step, we note that in [LM2] it is shown that, under (f1), (f2),
(f3), 8 satisfies the (PS)* condition with respect to the subspaces En :=
F &n Fn F0 F
+
n , where F
&
n :=Span[e
&
i , i=1, ..., n], F
+
n :=Span[e
+
i ,
i=1, ..., n], Fn :=Span[ fi , i=1, ..., n].
As a second step, we will show how to arrange for the geometrical
inequalities expressed in formulas (2.6) through (2.9). To this aim we define
V1 :=Span[v # E | Av=+(A) v and +(A)++i&1]
V2 :=Span[v # E | Av=+(A) v and b0<++i +(A)+
+
i+N<b]
V3 :=[Span[v # E | Av=+(A) v and +(A)>b] _ Ker L .
Furthermore we will denote by V i=Span[v # E | Av=++i v] and hence one
has V2=V iV i+1V2* . For the rest of this section & }& will denote the
L2(0) norm, that is & }&L2 .
Lemma 3.5. For every u # V1 V i, one has
&Su&2
1
(b&++i )
&u&2.
Proof. Let u # V1V i/F& , then u=+k=i cke
&
k +
+
k=1 dk fk , and
hence
Su= :
+(A){0
+(A)+i
+
1
- b&+(A)
ck e&k + :
+
k=1
1
- b
dk fk
thus
&Su&2= :
+(A){0
+(A)+i
+
1
(b&+(A))
c2k+ :
+
k=1
1
b
d 2k

1
(b&++i )
&u&2. K
Lemma 3.6. If (f1) holds, then there exists an R* such that for any
R1>R*
sup
BR1(V1 V
iV i+1)
8<0.
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Proof. Let u # V1V i V i+1/F& be given, hence u=u&, and since
g is bounded, one has
8(u)& 12 &u&&2+const |
0
|Su&| dx dt
& 12 &u&2+const &u&  &, for &u&  +
and hence the result. K
Lemma 3.7. If (f1) and (f4) hold, then for every R>0, one has
sup
&u&R
V1V i
8
1
2 \
++i &b0
b&++i + R2.
Therefore
sup
&u&R
V1V i
8 z 0 for b0 Z ++i . (3.1)
Proof. Let u # V1V i/F& be given, then, by Lemma 3.5 and (f4),
one has
8(u)=&
1
2
&u&2&|
0
G(x, t, Su) dx dt
&
1
2
&u&2+
K
2
&Su&2
&
1
2
&u&2+\b&b02 + &Su&2

1
2 \
b+&b0
b&++i
&1+ &u&2

1
2 \
++i &b0
b&++i + &u&2,
and thus the result. K
Lemma 3.8. If (f1) holds, then there exists a \~ and an :>0 such that
inf
B\~ (V i+1V2*V3)
8:>0.
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Proof. Let u # V i+1V2*V3 be given with u=u&+u0+u+, then
(f1) implies that
8(u)=
1
2
&u+&2&
1
2
&u&&2&|
0
G(x, t, Ru++u0+Su&) dx dt

1
2
&u+&2&
1
2
&u&&2&
b0&b
2 |0 (Ru
+)2+(Su&)2+(u0)2 dx dt
&|
0
G0(x, t, Ru++u0+Su&) dx dt,
where G0(x, t, s) :=s0 g0(x, t, _) d_. By (f1), (2G0(x, t, s)s
2)  0 uniformly
in (x, t) as s  0. Thus
\=>0 _\=\(=), s.t. |s|\ O 2G0(x, t, s)= |s| 2. (3.2)
Since Ker L and V i+1V2* are finite dimensional subspaces, all norms
in such spaces are equivalent. It remains, in order to utilize (3.2), to show
that &Ru+&C &u+&, for some positive constant C. This is the case
since, being &e+m &M, one has
&Ru+&2\ :
+
m=0
1
- *+m
|c+m | } &e+m &+
2
M 2 \ :
+
m=0
1
- *+m
|c+m |+
2
M2 :
+
m=0
1
*+m
:
+
m=0
|c+m |
2
C &u+&2
by the Parseval identity and the remark that
:
+
m=0
1
*+m
= :
k4& j2&b>0
1
k4& j 2&b
is a convergent series.
For the previous remark, let =<(+i+1&b0)2 be fixed, (3.2) there exists
a \~ >0 such that for any u # V i+1V2*V3 with &u&=\~ one has
8(u) 12 &u+&2+ 12 [b&b0&=][&Ru+&2+&u0&2+&Su&&2]& 12 &u&&2,
and hence, taking into account the fact that u& # V i+1 V2* gives rise to
an estimate like Lemma 3.5, it follows that
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8(u) 12 &u
+&2+ 12 [b&b0&=][&Ru
+&2+&u0&2]
+ 12[+
+
i+1&b0&=] &Su&&2
 12 &u
+&2+ 12 [+
+
i+1&b0&=][&Ru
+&2+&u0&+&Su&&2]
 12 &u
+&2+ 14 (+
+
i+1&b0)(&u
0&2+&Su&&2).
On the other hand u& # V i+1 V2* implies that &Su&&2(1|*&N | ) &u
&&2
and thus from the previous estimates one gets that there exists a positive
constant K such that
8(u)
1
2
&u+&2+
1
4
(++i+1&b0) \&u0&2+ 1|*&N | &u&&2+
K &u&2=K\~ 2=:>0,
and hence the result. K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We will apply Corollary 2.2 with the following
identifications H3=V1 , H2=V i, H1=V i+1 and H0=V 2*V3 . Theorem
3.1 will provide the construction of a first linking which will give rise to the
estimates (2.8) and (2.9), with some R2 fixed. Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 will
allow for the construction of a second geometrical linking situation which
gives rise to estimates (2.6) and (2.7) for some R1 . By Lemma 3.6, we can
choose R1>R2 . K
Remark 3.9. The same kind of result can be obtained for asymptoti-
cally linear wave equations, which slightly sharpens Theorem 5.1 of [LS].
4. AN APPLICATION TO A SUPERQUADRATIC
ELLIPTIC SYSTEM
We consider the elliptic system
&2v=:v+Fv(u, v) in 0
2u=Fu(u, v) in 0 (ES):
u=v=0 on 0
where 0/RN is an smooth open bounded domain, and we suppose that
F # C 1(R2, R) satisfies
_+>2 s.t. 0<+F(u, v)uFu(u, v)+vFv(u, v) \(u, v) # R2. (F1)
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Furthermore, suppose that
_a1>0, a2>0 s.t. |Fu(u, v)|+|Fv(u, v)|a1+a2( |u| r+|v| r) (F2)
for some 1r<(N+2)(N&2) if N>2, or any 1r otherwise,
F(0, v)
v2
 0 for |v|  0 (F3)
and
F(u, 0)0 for every u # R. (F4)
It is well known that solutions of such an elliptic system can be found
as critical points of the functional I: : H 10(0)_H
1
0(0)  R defined by
I:(u, v)=
1
2
&v&2H01&
1
2
&u&2H01&
:
2 |0 v
2 dx&|
0
F(u, v) dx.
We will show the following result.
Theorem 4.1. If (Fi) hold for i=1, ..., 4 there exists an :* # R, 0<:*<
*1 such that, for any :, :*<:<*1 , the elliptic system (ES): admits at least
two nontrivial solutions.
We will show that, for such :’s, I: admits at least three distinct critical
levels, applying Theorem 2.1.
It is well known (see for instance [Li]) that, for any :>0, the functional
I: is strongly indefinite being negative definite on the space W=
H 10_[0]=Span[e
&
i , i # N], while positive definite on Z=[0]_H
1
0=
Span[e+i , i # N], where e
\
i are the eigenfunctions associated to *
\
i =
\*i (&2) (where *i (&2) denotes the i th eigenvalue of the Laplace
operator on H 10 , with associated the eigenfunction ei) and e
+
i =(0, ei),
e&i =(ei , 0). From now on & }& will denote the H 10 norm.
What follows is a sequence of Lemmas which will lead to the proof of
the geometrical conditions of Theorem 2.1 and hence give the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. If (F1) and (F2) hold, then for any :>0, the functional I:
satisfies the (PS)* condition with respect to the family of finite dimentional
subspaces
En=Span[e&n , ..., e
&
1 , e
+
1 , ..., e
+
n ], for n1.
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Proof. The proof of the boundeness and the strong convergence of the
(PS)* sequence follows the standard superquadratic growth arguments, see
for instance [R] or [Li]. That the strong limit is a critical point of the
complete functional follows the argument in Proposition 7 of [LM2]. K
Lemma 4.3. If (F4) holds, then for any :>0
sup
W
I:0.
Proof. Indeed, by (F4) one has
I:(u, 0)=&12 &u&
2&|
0
F(u, 0) dx0. K
Lemma 4.4. If (F1) holds, then for any :>0 and for any finite dimen-
sional subspace V/Z, there exists an R*>0 such that for every R>R*
sup
BR(WV)
I:<0.
Proof. In fact, since all the norms are equivalent on V, for any (u, v) #
WV, since (F1) implies that there exists a constant b1>0 such that
F(u, v)( |u|++|v|+), one gets
I(u, v)=&
1
2
&u&2+
1
2
&v&2&
:
2 |0 v
2 dx&|
0
F(u, v) dx
&
1
2
&u&2+
1
2 \1&
:
*1+ &v&2&b1 |0 |v|+&b1 |0 |u| +
&
1
2
&u&2+
1
2 \1&
:
*1+ &v&2&c1 &v&+,
and hence
I(u, v)  & for &u&2+&v&2  +. K
Lemma 4.5. If (F3) holds, then for any : # R, 0<:<*1 , there exists a
\>0 such that
inf
B\(Z)
I:>0.
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Proof. Indeed, by (F3), one knows that for any z=(0, v) # Z and for
any =>0 there exists a $>0 such that
&v&<$ O |
0
F(0, v) dx<= &v&2,
and hence
I:(0, v)=
1
2
&v&2&
:
2 |0 v
2 dx&|
0
F(0, v) dx

1
2 \1&
:
*1+ &v&2&= &v&2>0,
which gives the result for = sufficiently small. K
Note that instead of (F3) one could ask the weaker condition
0 F(0, v) dx
&v&
 0 for &v&  0.
We have the following.
Theorem 4.6. If (F1), (F2), and (F3) hold, then for any : # R, 0<:<
*1 , the elliptic system (ES) admits at least one nontrivial solution.
Proof. It sufficies to apply Lemma 4.2 and Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 (with
V=Re+1 ) and Theorem 1.7 in [LM1]. K
Lemma 4.7. If (F1), (F2), (F3), and (F4) hold, then there exists an
:* # R, 0<:*<*1 such that for any : # R, :*<:<*1 , there exist a \>0
such that
inf
B\(ZRe1
+)
I:> sup
WRe1
+
I: .
Proof. In fact, by (F1), for any a # R, for every u # W
I(u, ae+1 )=&
1
2
&u&2+
1
2
&ae+1 &
2&
:
2 |0 (ae
+
1 )
2 dx&|
0
F(u, ae+1 ) dx
&
1
2
&u&2+
1
2
a2(*1&:)&b1 |
0
|u|+&b1a+ |
0
|e+1 |
+

1
2
a2(*1&:)&a+b1K,
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where, K is the constant 0 |e+1 |
+. Let us consider the smooth real valued
function g: defined by
g:(a)= 12 a
2(*1&:)&a+b1K.
Since
g:(a)  & for |a|  +,
the function g:(a) will admit a maximum point amax and we get
sup
u # W, a # R
I(u, ae+1 )g:(amax).
By simple computations, one sees that
g:(amax) z 0 for : Z *&1 . (4.1)
On the other hand, given =<(*2&*1)2, by (F3) there exists a \>0 such
that, for every v # Ze+1 with &v&<\, one has that there exists a positive
constant K such that
I:(0, v)=
1
2
&v&2&
:
2 |0 v
2 dx&|
0
F(0, v) dx
=
1
2 \1&
:
*2+ &v&2&= &v&2
K &v&2>0.
Thus
inf
v # B\
I(0, v) 12K\
2>0,
and hence by (4.1) the lemma follows for :* sufficiently near to *1 . K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We can apply Theorem 2.1 with H3=W, H2=
Re+1 and H0H1=ZRe
+
1 . Indeed by Theorem 4.6 we can find R2>0
and \2>0 such that (2.4) and (2.5) hold. On the other hand, by Lemma
4.7 and 4.4, we can find R1>0 and \1>0 such that (2.2) and (2.3) hold
and, by Lemma 4.4, we can fix R1>R2 , and thus the result follows. K
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